Cloud storage has become an important part of a cloud system nowadays. Most current cloud storage systems perform well for large files but they cannot manage small file storage appropriately. With the development of cloud services, more and more small files are emerging. Therefore, we propose an optimized data replication approach for small files in cloud storage systems. A small file merging algorithm and a block replica placement algorithm are involved in this approach. Small files are classified into four types according to their access frequencies. A number of small files will be merged into the same block based on which type they belong to. And the replica placement algorithm helps to improve the access efficiencies of small files in a cloud system. Related experiment results demonstrate that our proposed approach can effectively shorten the time spent reading and writing small files, and it performs better than the other two already known data replication algorithms: HAR and SequenceFile.
Introduction
In recent years, cloud computing has become an important web computation pattern and attracted more and more attention around the world. In a cloud system, a kind share of heterogeneous computation resources is achieved based on visualization technology. Hence, it is possible to deliver elastic and on-demand services to cloud users. Cloud storage is an important part of cloud computing [1] . It can provide data storage and access services for users whenever and wherever possible by constructing information sharing environment based on distributed file system [2] . Data replication is widely used in a cloud storage system to improve the data availability. And it can also cut down the data access latency and keep load balance of servers at the same time. Therefore, system performance is improved.
In a large scale distributed cloud storage system, the access time of a data file can vary a lot because of the arbitrarily changing distances. A huge amount of data can be generated in distributed systems. Reasonably dispersing these data in a system of large scale to improve the system performance is of great importance. Therefore, data replication is widely used to ensure the data availability and improve the system reliability [3] . The data accessed by a computation node can be stored in a storage node that has some geological distances away from this computation node. Therefore, we can create a replica of this data in another storage node close to this computation node and the data access time will be reduced [4] . In a large scale cloud system, appropriate data replica schemes can reduce the energy cost and therefore cut down the expenses of operating the system [5] . Moreover, multireplica helps to handle difficult circumstances where some data are lost. As a result, it makes the system more resistant to failure.
Currently, well-known distributed file systems like GFS, HDFS, and so forth are designed for big file storage management. However, most of them do not perform well for storing large numbers of small files. Hence, how to manage small file storage and replication well is becoming a critical issue in cloud storage systems. For instance, Facebook, the biggest photo sharing website in the world, has stored more than 260 billion images, which translates to over 20 petabytes of data [6] . As a matter of fact, there are huge amounts of small files in the current systems in the area of astronomy, climatology, biology, energy, e-Learning, e-Business, and eLibrary [7, 8] .
Lots of researches have been done to resolve the problem of small file storing. Small files are usually in large quantities and have to be accessed concurrently. Therefore, huge amounts of small files are usually stored in distributed file systems such as Google file system (GFS) [9] , Hadoop distributed file system (HDFS) [10] , and Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3) [11] . However, most of the current distributed systems are designed for storing large files. As an open-source software framework influenced by GFS, HDFS is well suited for the analysis of large datasets. However, storing huge amounts of small files will bring serious problems to Hadoop's performance. There is only one NameNode in HDFS, and all the metadata of files are stored in it. Therefore huge amounts of small files will greatly reduce the RAM utilization of NameNode [12] . Solutions to small files problem can be divided into two categories: general solutions like Hadoop archives (HAR) [13] and SequenceFile [14] ; special solutions which are used in specific scenarios.
As a file archiving facility, HAR packs files into HDFS blocks. An HAR contains data files and metadata files. It can improve the memory utilization of NameNode. But a copy of original files will be generated when creating an archive, which brings extra burden on disk space. In a SequenceFile, a persistent data structure is used for storing binary key-value pairs. The key is file name and value is file contents. The evident defect of SequenceFile is that the whole SequenceFile needs to be read in order to look up a particular key. Also a specified key cannot be updated or deleted. Therefore, the access efficiency is greatly affected.
There are special solutions to deal with the small file storing problem in specific scenarios. Dong et al. [15] proposes a PowerPoint (PPT) file merging approach. Correlations between these files are considered. It introduces a two-level prefetching mechanism to improve the access efficiency of small files. The work in [16] introduces an approach to optimizing the I/O performance of small files and implements WebGIS on HDFS. Its main objective is to merge small files into large ones and then build index for each file. But no specific measures are provided to improve the access efficiency of small files.
Huge amounts of small files will cause heavy memory consumption of NameNode. However, multiple small files can be merged into large files to save the memory space of NameNode. Therefore, we propose a data replication optimization approach for small files in cloud storage systems. All the small files can be classified into four categories based on their read and write frequencies: the read and write intensive, read intensive, write intensive, and read and write sparse. Then they are merged into large files according to the file merging algorithm. These merged files are stored in blocks which are the basic units of storing data. A block will have several replicas. To manage the small file storage well, an Innode model is proposed to store small files and optimize the access frequencies of small files. The Innode consists of two parts and it is read and write separating. Also, a block replica placement algorithm is introduced to migrate small files within Innodes. Related experiments demonstrate that our approach performs better than HAR and SequenceFile.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the system model. The operations on block replicas are shown in Section 3. The file merge algorithm and block replica placement algorithm are introduced in Section 4. Section 5 shows experiment results and the performance discussions about the proposed algorithm. At last, conclusions and future work are presented in Section 6.
System Model
If the block size of a cloud system is smaller than 64 MB, then any file whose size is smaller than 2 MB will be called small files. Otherwise, files whose sizes are smaller than 10 MB will be called small files. The definition of a small file is shown as follows:
In a cloud system, new challenges will be confronted when storing lots of small files (LOSF). It is a traditional practice to store data and its index on different storage nodes. And this will make it easier to manage data storage. Except for the cost of traversing among physical nodes, it will have I/O operations at least twice to get the target data. For accessing a large file, these I/O operations are only minor overhead amortized over many data accesses. However, for small files, these I/O operation costs are overwhelming compared to the data transmission time. Therefore, we try to store small files and their indexes on the same storage node (Innode) to reduce I/O cost. The model of the system that store small files is shown in Figure 1 .
The round chain structure is designed in order to keep load balance of each Innode and make it easier to recover from failure. The structure of an Innode in cloud systems is shown in Figure 2 .
The Innode consists of two parts: one part is the memory area that stores the indexes of files (IOF) and another part stores the cache of files (COF). The data stream in the proposed system model is unidirectional; therefore the storage pattern of COF in an Innode is read and write separating. The direction of data stream in read area of COF (RCOF) is from a DataNode to an Innode, and that of write area (WCOF) is the other way around. COF is system log based and is also layered (which is three layers in this paper). The block sizes of level 0, level 1, and level 2 in COF are 16 MB, 32 MB, and 64 MB, respectively. The block sizes in level 2 of COF are the same as that in DataNodes.
Blocks are the basic units of storing files in cloud systems. Each block has its key which is stored in the system log. The key of a block has a value range that indicates which level the block belongs to. The value range of a block key in each level is stored in the system log. The blocks in each level are sorted by their keys. A block in each level will have its maximum number of connections. Blocks in the highest level (level 0) in Figure 2 will have the maximum number of connections because they are the nearest to IOF and therefore they have the quickest response to data access. Note that blocks in WCOF also can be read. If there are any update operations on blocks, we must add the updated information to the end of WCOF because of the unidirectionality of data stream. Blocks that have the frequent accesses will be migrated to higher level of the memory area in RCOF as time goes on. And WCOF plays a role of writing the update information to DataNodes.
Operations on Small Files

Read Small Files.
When querying a small file in the system, we should firstly determine whether the block that stores the file or its replica exists in the current level of COF by the block's key. Assume that the key of the block we are looking for is . We can know the value range [ ( ), ( )] of the block key of the current level by looking up the system log.
( ) and ( ) are the minimum and maximum block keys in level , respectively, and 0 ≤ ≤ 3. If ( ) ≤ ≤ ( ), then the block is in this level. Otherwise, go to the next level and continue to find the block. The querying process is shown as follows.
Step 1. Let = 0 denote the first level we are about to look up for the block whose key is .
Step 2. Initialize the variables ( ) and ( ) of level based on the system log.
Step 3. If ( ) ≤ ≤ ( ), then locate the block in this level using the binary search algorithm and go to Step 4. Otherwise go to Step 5.
Step 4. If the block is found then go to Step 6. Otherwise go to Step 5.
Step 5. If 0 ≤ < 2 then = + 1 and go to Step 2. Otherwise, go to Step 6.
Step 6. This is the end of the algorithm.
After the target block is found, the small file stored in this block will be located based on its index in IOF of the Innode.
Write Small Files.
When we update a small file in the system, we firstly check whether the block that stores this file or its replicas exists in level 0 based on the process of read small files depicted in Section 3.1. If it does, updated operations will be directly carried out on this block. If it does not, a new block will be added into level 0 and write the updated data into this new block. Because of the existence of the system log, when the blocks in this level are merged downward, the new bocks will cover or be merged with the old ones. Write operations can bring the problem of replica inconsistency. A write operation should finish the updates of multiple replicas of a block. These replicas may exist in different data nodes which have some geological distances from each other. If all of these replicas are updated every time a write operation is carried out, the system bandwidth will be insufficient and therefore affects the real time performance of the system. Therefore, we adopt delayed update strategy with the help of the log dairy. When accessing a block, the newest replica of this block will be located based on the log dairy. The replicas of a block will be updated if the following two conditions are satisfied. One is that the current replica is dumped downward to another level of COF. Another is that it has reached the maximum connections of the newest replica.
The processes of writing and updating data are shown as follows.
The writing data process is as follows.
Step 1. Find the target block based on the process of read small files.
Step 2. If the block is in level 0 of COF, then check whether the block has empty space. If there is empty space, write the data directly into this block, and go to Step 4.
Step 3. Add a new block in level 0 of COF. Write the data into the new block.
Step 4. This is the end of the algorithm.
The updating process is as follows.
Step 1. The new data is firstly written into blocks in level 0 of COF.
Step 2. Delay the update.
Step 3. If the replica of the block is dumped downward to the next level or it reaches the maximum connections of the replica, then write the updated data into the remaining replicas of this bock immediately and go to the next step. Otherwise go to Step 2.
The newly created replicas of blocks will be always in level 0 while cold replicas will be moved to lower levels. If a replica is in the first level and no more connections can be created to this replica, this replica will be copied into the cache of the neighbouring DataNode. However, if this replica is not in the first level, it will be moved to a higher level when no more additional connections can be created.
Optimization Algorithms
The Merging Algorithm of Small Files.
Lots of small files can be stored in large files. This can reduce the number of files and therefore the size of file metadata can be reduced. In this way, data query efficiency and latency are improved, and much data transmission time is saved. Hence, we propose a small file merging algorithm. But firstly, we need to classify small files. Files in a cloud system can be classified into four categories: the read and write intensive, read intensive, write intensive, and read and write sparse. There are concrete steps toward data classification.
Step 1. Assume that Pr and Pw are the read popularity and write popularity of data , respectively. Read popularity and write popularity are the read times and write times within every minute. Then we can define the read and write mark of : Sr and Sw :
where and are the read times threshold and the write times threshold within a minute defined by users.
Step 2. We can classify all the data into four categories: 1 , 2 , 3 , and 4 ,
1 is the read and write sparse; 2 is the read intensive; 3 is the write intensive; 4 is the read and write intensive.
The small file merging algorithm is shown as follows.
Step 1. Classify all the small files in the system into the four types: 1 , 2 , 3 , and 4 .
Step 2. Merge all the files that belong to 4 and allocate these files into blocks.
Step 3. If there are some blocks that are not full, then calculate the read/write ratio of these blocks and go to the next step. Otherwise go to Step 5.
Step 4. If the read/write ratio of a block is larger than 1, merge files of 3 to this block. Otherwise merge files of 2 to this block.
Step 5. Merge all the files that belong to 2 and 3 , respectively.
Step 6. If there are some blocks that are not full, then merge files of 1 to these blocks. Otherwise go to the next step.
Step 7. Merge all the files that belong to 1 .
Step 8. This is the end of the algorithm.
Replica Placement Algorithm.
Based on the small file merging algorithm, we propose a replica placement algorithm. A set of small files SF = { 1 , 2 , . . . , } are selected based on the definition of a small file in Section 2. And this placement algorithm will be activated at intervals of . These small files are merged into large files and allocated into blocks according to the small file merging algorithm discussed above. The merged large files are firstly placed in level 2 of COF. When some blocks in level 2 are accessed frequently, these files will be copied into upper levels of COF. The data in higher levels only comes from that of the neighbouring lower level. And data of level 2 comes from DataNodes. The main objective of the replica placement algorithm is to determine whether a block that stores small files should be placed in an Innode. The placement algorithm is depicted as follows.
Step 1. Initialize the set of small files whose sizes are not more than 1 MB and denote them as SF = { 1 , 2 , . . . , }. The set = { 1 , 2 , . . . , } refers to the latest access time of each file.
Step 2. Within every interval of , for a small file , the number of read requests is denoted as (0 < < ), and the number of effective read requests (which mean reading data successfully) is denoted as ER (0 < < ). Similarly, the number of write requests is referred to as (0 < < ) and EW (0 < < ) denotes the number of effective write requests. Then the weight we of the file can be obtained based on the following formula:
And the weights of all files can be denoted as we = {we 1 , we 2 , . . . , we }.
Step 3. Sort all the elements in WE and classify all the files into four categories based on formulas (2) and (3).
Step 4. Merge all the small files using small file merging algorithm depicted above. All the merged files can be placed in level 2 of COF since the block size of this level in COF is the same as that in DataNodes.
Step 5. The weight of a file in an Innode will suffer from attenuation if this file is not accessed during the next time interval. The weights of all the files in Innodes can be obtained based on the following formula:
we + 1 2 we acFlag = 0
we + we acFlag = 1,
where we is the weight of in the last time interval and acFlag = 0 denotes that was not accessed during last time interval.
Step 6. If the weights of files in DataNodes are larger than that of files in level 2 of COF in the Innode, then swap these files. Similarly, swap the files in level 2 to level 1 and ensure that the weights of all files in level 2 are smaller than that in level 1. The same operation is carried out between level 1 and level 0.
Step 7. This is the end of the algorithm.
Performance Evaluation
The proposed approach (which is called D2I for short) is compared with native HDFS and Hadoop archives (HAR).
There are seven servers in the experiment. One of them is the Innode and the others are DataNodes. When a write operation of a file is finished in a server, there is no need to wait for finishing updates of all the file's replicas. The size of a block in level 2 of COF or in DataNodes is 32 MB for the restrictions in experimental conditions. Figure 3 shows the number of blocks when storing small files using different schemes. The performance of HAR or D2I is obviously better than that of SequenceFile. This is because data archiving approaches are adopted in HAR and D2I. The file merging algorithm in SequenceFile does not consider the relations between files and does not support block appending. The reason why D2I performs better than HAR is that D2I adopts read and write archiving and D2I can effectively avoid block recombinations. Figure 4 shows the average disk utilization (DU) of DataNodes when there are different numbers of files. The disk utilization of a DataNode can be obtained based on the following formula:
where is the number of files in the DataNode and is the number of effective blocks storing files. When there is no data in a block, this block is not an effective block. size (Block) is the block size in the current system and it is 32 MB in our experiments. Because SequenceFile does not support small file appending, we cannot append files into the same block at different time intervals. Therefore, it underutilizes disk space. In our experiment it only has 60 percent utilization. D2I and HAR have high utilizations of disk space which are over 80 percent. D2I has 90 percent utilization at some points. Figure 5 shows the memory utilization of DataNodes when there are different numbers of files. When SequenceFile is adopted, the DataNode has the lowest utilization of memory. In D2I, when a small file is in an Innode, it will be accessed directly from the Innode. Compared with preloading data into the memory of the DataNode, the COF of the Innode has higher cache hit rate and low accessing cost.
The main objective of our proposed approach is to improve the accessing efficiency of small files. There are different numbers of randomly generated small files. The time spent reading and writing these files is shown in Figures 6,  7, 8 , and 9. The results are divided into two groups: random access and sequential access. The files will be accessed one by one in sequential access. But these files may be accessed more than once in random access. Figures 6 and 7 show the randomly and sequentially read time of files. We can see that the performance of HAR and D2I is better than that of SequenceFile. This is because, in SequenceFile, sequential search is needed within the blocks to locate files. While in HAR, secondary index is adopted to locate files. And files can be directly found in Innode when D2I is put in use. If the number of files is less than 8000, D2I performs better than HAR. But it does not have a deciding advantage over HAR when there are more than 8000 files because of the limited size of COF in Innode. The D2I performs better than HAR on the whole in random access. Figures 8 and 9 show the randomly and sequentially write time of files.
Generally, the time spent writing is longer than that spent reading. The reason is that file reorganization and block allocation can be involved in writing files. From Figures 8 and  9 we can conclude that D2I performs better than the other two schemes when randomly or sequentially writing files. This is because read and write separating pattern is adopted in D2I. Small files can be directly written in Innode and then be asynchronously dumped into DataNode. Block allocation will spend too much time in SequenceFile and secondary indexes need to be built in HAR. Therefore, these too schemes are not as good as D2I when writing files into servers.
Conclusions
More and more scientific or commercial applications are cloud based nowadays. Cloud storage is an important part in a cloud system. However, small file storage is barely considered in the current cloud storage systems. This paper classifies small files into four types and all these files are merged into large files based on their types. Then a block replica placement algorithm is proposed to optimize file accessing in a cloud system. The experiment result shows that D2I can effectively shorten the time spent reading and writing small files. And its performance has better performance than the other two already known data replica algorithms. However, the proposed approach has not been evaluated in a large scale cloud system because of the limited experimental conditions. In the future, we endeavor to implement the proposed approach on a cloud system of large scale and gather more realistic information to refine the approach.
